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Digital communications networks such as the Internet are changing the way people interact with each other, with profound effects on social relations and institutions. Yet many remain excluded from access and meaningful participation. It is timely to consider who is included, who is excluded and what we now know about the composition and activities of online communities.

Internet Research (IR) 4.0 will feature a variety of perspectives on Internet, organized under the theme Broadening the Band. As in previous conferences, the aim is to develop a coherent theoretical and pragmatic understanding of the Internet and those that are empowered and disenfranchised by it. IR 4.0 will bring together prominent scholars, researchers, creators, and practitioners from many disciplines, fields and countries for a program of presentations, panel discussions, and informal exchanges.

IR 4.0 will take place at the Hilton Hotel in the heart of downtown Toronto. The conference is hosted by a team led by The Association of Internet Researchers Toronto 2003 with the Knowledge Media Design Institute (KMDI) and its partners at the University of Toronto. The IR 4.0 steering and working committees reflect the growing pan-Canadian network of Internet researchers, including members from Quebec, Alberta, and New Brunswick, in addition to the local contingent from Toronto, York and Ryerson Universities.

This year’s theme, Broadening the Band, encourages wide participation from diverse disciplines, communities, and points of view. Under the umbrella theme, contributors are called to reflect upon, theorize and articulate what we know from within the emerging interdisciplinary space known as Internet Research.

In a cultural sense, the theme calls attention to the need to examine access, inclusion and exclusion in online communities. What role do race, gender, class, ethnicity, language, sexual orientation, age, geography, and other factors play in the degree of online participation? What are the indicators of meaningful participation?

In a technical sense, the theme points to the development of broadband, wireless and post-internet networks and applications that are currently coming on-stream including community, private, public as well as national research networks (e.g. CA*net 4, Internet 2). We plan to use these technologies to make the conference an internet-mediated and internationally accessible event.

In an organizational sense, the theme reflects a widening of AoIR’s reach to include more researchers and constituencies involved in the evolution of the Internet. French language presentations will be included in the call for papers for the first time. Researchers and practitioners in the arts and culture sectors are encouraged to participate alongside social scientists and humanities scholars and researchers.
In a thematic sense, "Broadening the Band" suggests widening the scope of topics and problematics considered within past conferences, while retaining the consistent emphasis on rigorous research work. This call for papers thus initiates an inclusive search for theoretical and methodological correspondences between this expanding theme and the many disciplinary and interdisciplinary approaches that are required to address it with precision.

**Keynote Speakers:**

**Lucy Suchman** - Thursday, Oct. 16, 11:30 am - 1:00 pm (Toronto I)

Lucy Suchman teaches in the department of Sociology at Lancaster University, UK. She is a Visiting Senior Research Fellow at the Work, Interaction and Technology Research Group at King's College in London, UK. She also works as a researcher for Xerox's Palo Alto Research Center. Dr. Suchman has been examining the correlation between sociology and technology. Her presentation will centre on the ethnographies of sites of technology production and use, and her contributions to emerging reconceptualizations of social/material relations based in anthropology, feminist theory and science and technology studies.

**Pierre Lévy** - Friday, Oct. 17 10:00 am - 11:15 am (Toronto I)

Pierre Lévy, who has been described as a "cyber-philosopher," currently holds a Canada Research Chair in Collective Intelligence at the University of Ottawa. He will be presenting aspects of a cultural evolution theory, his further understanding of knowledge management in digital networks, background on his study into intercultural dialogues in interactive multimedia arts, and how certain behavioural traits fostering collective intelligence in a given population can promote human development.

**Steve Jones** - Friday, Oct. 17 4:00 pm - 5:15 pm (Toronto I)

Steve Jones is a co-founder of AoIR. He is the Head of Communication at the University of Illinois - Chicago, and studies the social history of communication technology. Dr. Jones is the author of six books, which have earned him critical acclaim and interviews for stories in Time, the New York Times, Philadelphia Inquirer, Newsweek and many other newspapers and magazines. He has also been interviewed on radio and TV, and has been a guest on NPR's "Talk of the Nation" and "Sounds Like Science." Dr. Jones will be reflecting on the "future past" of Internet studies.

**Jane Fountain** - Saturday, Oct. 18 11:30 am - 1:00 pm (Toronto I)

Jane Fountain is the Director for the National Center for Digital Government Research and Practice. She also teaches at the John F. Kennedy School of Government at Harvard University. Dr. Fountain's present interests lie at the intersection of governance, organizations, and information technology. Her work leads her into current investigations of the institutional processes that influence the enactment and use of information technologies in government, as well as the structural and behavioral characteristics of inter-organizational networks, and the political economy of gender in computing and new media.
Other Events & Features:

Welcome Reception
Thursday, October 16, 5:15 - 7:00 pm (Hilton Hotel Foyer)
* cash bar

AoIR Annual General Meeting
Friday, October 17, 5:15pm - 7:00 pm (Toronto I)

AoIR 4.0 Gala Dinner
Saturday, October 18 7:00 pm - late (Toronto I)

Gala Cocktail Reception
Saturday, October 18 5:15pm - 7:00 pm (Toronto I)

Gala Dinner Menu

Appetizer
Gratinated wild mushroom stuffed crepes with francois premier sauce.
Soup
Butternut squash and apple bisque
Main Course
Poached Bay of Fundy salmon with baby shrimp and tarragon citrus sauce.
Vegetarian option
Acorn squash and grilled vegetable risotto
Dessert
Apple marmalade tart

A complimentary bottle of red and white wine for each table of eight.
Regular, Decaffeinated Coffee, selection of Teas.

Music:
David Burt will play a range of jazz standards throughout the meal on the Hilton's grand piano.

Apple Cybercafé

Governor General’s Suite - 2nd Floor
Apple iBook laptop computers equipped with wireless Internet access will be available for the use of registered conference participants in the Governor General’s room. Use of personal equipment is also permitted. Wireless access is for those equipped with cards.

AoIR is grateful to Apple Canada, Inc. for providing our Cybercafé and technology demonstrations.
Birds of a Feather Meetings
8:00 - 8:30 a.m. Daily - Governor General’s Suite, 2nd Floor

AoIR 2003 Book Exhibit
Daily - Johnson Room, Convention Level

This year, the Association of Internet Researchers joins forces with the Library of Social Science, a book exhibit management firm based in New York City, to present the latest and most significant books and journals on information technology and Internet studies, all in one location. Over thirty publishers and two hundred fifty titles will be represented in this exciting, comprehensive collection of books and journals.

THE BOOK EXHIBIT WILL BE OPEN IN THE JOHNSTON ROOM THROUGHOUT THE DURATION OF THE CONFERENCE. ALL TITLES WILL BE ON SALE AT SPECIAL, DISCOUNTED PRICES.

The Library of Social Science's friendly and knowledgeable on-site book exhibit managers will help you find everything you need. Quantities of individual titles are limited. Please stop by early and often to make and reserve your selections.

Technology Demonstrations

“The Apple Platform - Tools for Internet Research”
Friday, October 17, Jackson Room - 8:30 - 9:45 & 2:00 - 3:45
Apple provides a wide variety of hardware and software tools that can facilitate and enhance your research and communication of results. Whether you are comfortable at the UNIX command line, or prefer to use the most advanced user interface available, come and see how Apple's solutions fulfill your needs. You'll learn how to take advantage of our Internet savvy client software, some of Apple's online services, and how to effectively communicate and publish your research quickly and affordably.
Apple Canada representatives will also be available for an informal session in the Jackson Room during lunch on Friday, October 17, 1:00 - 2:00 pm.

“Innovation at Your Fingertips”
Thursday October 16 5:30 to 7:00 pm during Welcome Reception - Location: TBA
Vincent John Vincent and and Francis MacDougall
JestPointT is the core technology powering Jestertek's line of interactive products. JestPoint utilizes advanced real-time computer vision techniques to isolate and track your hand, converting your simple gestures into direct mouse control in a variety of environments.
JestPointT allows any screen of any size to be controlled from any distance. Besides numerous public forum installations, JestPoint's stereo analysis and control technology is applicable for desktop PCs, corporate presentations, trade shows, education, security, entertainment, fitness and rehabilitation, and more."
Arts Installations/Performances:

"Reappearances and Oracles"
Saturday October 18, 5:30 to 7:00pm during pre-Gala cocktail - Location: TBA

Film installation by Johannes Birringer (editor)

The first international Interaction Laboratory at the former Coal Mine Göttelborn took place in July 2003, produced by Industrial Culture Saar and organized by director/choreographer Johannes Birringer. Göttelborn is projected to become a future high tech location of the Saarland, a small state in southwest Germany bordering on France and Luxemburg. The Laboratory was designed as an experiment in the re-utilization of the abandoned site which now anticipates economic and architectural development. In this changing landscape of industrial culture, an innovative platform was seeded for integrated research in media and technologies, especially interactive performance and telecommunications. The film reflects the project introducing some of the poetic interactions with the location in the work of the 21 participants of the laboratory who came from four different continents.

Camera: Jim Ruxton, Maria Stamenkovic, Beatrice Sauberbrey and Johannes Birringer.
Editor/Producer: Johannes Birringer

"Songs of Sorrow, Songs of Hope" (2001)
Saturday October 18, 5:30 to 7:00pm during pre-Gala cocktail - Location: TBA.

Directed by Lisa Naugle

A performance commemorating September 11, 2001 tragedies was conducted in real-time at New York University and the University of California, Irvine. At UCI, The Dance and Digital Performance Ensemble, directed by Lisa Naugle, explored new ways to work with technology, sending high-bandwidth audio and video back and forth using Internet 2. Internet 2 allowed each venue to receive sound and video simultaneously. The performers on each coast interacted in a structured improvisational mix using VBrick Systems' television-quality video over IP system, which enables each venue to receive sound and video in real time. One of the visual threads created with John Crawford was "The Machine Meeting Its Reflection" or the image of airplanes crashing into the World Trade Center, meeting their own reflection in the windows; also creating a conceptual reflection on technology, the disaster of it and its power to bounce back and effect us.
Schedule of Panels, Keynotes & Roundtables

Thursday, October 16, 2003

8:00-8:30 a.m.
Governor General’s  *Birds of a Feather Meetings, Blogging and Scribing*  Suite

Session 1 - 8:30-9:45 a.m.

**Toronto I** (111)  *Broadening the Blog I*

Thomas Burg, Danube University-Krems  
*MonsterMedia - monstrosity in the face of weblogs*  
Alexander Halavais, SUNY Buffalo  
*Urban Sociology And A Research Agenda For The Blogosphere*  
Cameron Marlow, Massachusetts Institute of Technology  
*Classifying Emergent Communities Through Diffusion*  
Matthew Rothenberg, New York University  
*Weblogs And The Semantic Web*  

**Toronto II** (112)  *Time, Space and the Internet*

Irene Berkowitz, Temple University  
*Testing H.A. Innis In The Age Of Information: How ICT’s Are Transposing Our Concepts Of Time And Space And The Political-Economic Implications For Academic Research.*  
Catherine Frost, McMaster University  
*Digital Consciousness*  
Grant Kien, U of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign  
*Internet Time: Socio-Spatial Coordination Online*
(113) **Online Social Research: Methods, Issues, and Ethics**

Mark Johns, Luther University  
Jon Hall, University of Northern Iowa  
Tara Lynn Crowell, The Richard Stockton College of New Jersey

*Online Social Research: Methods, Issues, And Ethics: Surviving The IRB Review: Institutional Guidelines And Research Strategies*

Susan Barnes, Fordham University

*Online Social Research: Methods, Issues, And Ethics: Issues Of Attribution And Identification In Online Social Research*

Kate Robson, University of Wales  
Matthew Williams, Cardiff University

*Online Social Research: Methods, Issues, And Ethics: Reengineering Focus Group Methodology For The Online Environment*

(114) **Mediated Work: Internet Environments as Work Environments**

Jeremy Hunsinger, Virginia Tech

*Interfaces: Internet Environment As Work Environment*

Gina Neff, Columbia University

*Mediated Work And The Paradox Of Distance*

Anabel Quan-Haase, University of Toronto

*Instant Messaging As Social Mediation: A Case Study Of A High-Tech Firm*

Ana Viseu, University of Toronto

*The Actor-Network Of Wired Field Technicians*

(115) **The Internet as 'commons'**

Justyna Hofmokl, Polish Academy of Sciences

*The Internet - The New Commons?*

Gregor Petric, University of Ljubljana

*Freedom On The Net: Theoretical And Empirical Assessment Of Diverse Social Usage Of Web Sites*

Concetta Stewart Temple University  
Gisela Gil-Egui Temple University

*Applying The Public Trust Doctrine To The Governance Of Content-Related Internet Resources*
Casson  
(116) *The Web: Site Structure, Assessment and Archiving*  
Kirsten Foot, University of Washington  
Steve Schneider, SUNY Institute of Technology  
Meghan Dougherty, University of Washington  
  
*Ethical Dimensions Of Web Archiving*  
Timothy Fung, Hong Kong Baptist University  
  
*Searching For Website Customization: An Adoption Of Educational Taxonomy For Conceptualization And Application*  
Barbara Warnick, University of Washington  
  
*Online Ethos: Source Credibility In An "Authorless" Environment*  

Tom Thomson  
(117) *Dissent, Activism, Resistance I*  
Ted Coopman, University of Washington  
  
*Dissentworks: Agency, Identity, And Emergent Dissent As Network Structures*  
Todd Schroer, U. of Southern Indiana  
  
*The Influence Of The Internet On The White Power Movement: The Interplay Of Social Movement And Counter-Movement Tactics*  
Clifford Tatum, University of Washington  
  
*Resistance Is Fertile: A Critical Analysis Of Social/Cultural Resistance Communities In Cyberspace*  

Session 2 - 10:00-11:15 a.m.  
Toronto I  
(121) *Broadening the Blog II*  
Aaron Delwiche, Trinity University  
  
*Reconstructing The Agenda In The World Of Do-It-Yourself Journalism*  
Taso Lagos, University of Washington  
  
*Parallel Society: Weblogs, Micromedia, And The Fragmentation Of The Public Sphere*  
Elizabeth Lane Lawley, Rochester Institute of Technology  
  
*Cultural Capital And Dominance In The Weblog Economy*  
Jason Nolan, University of Toronto  
  
*The Bias Of Blogging: The Cultural Assumptions Of Ubiquitous Blogging On The Digital Divide*
Jo Ann Oravec, University of Wisconsin-Whitewater

Roles Of Weblogs In The Construction Of Celebrity Presence

Toronto II

(122) The Evolution of the World Wide Web: Accessibility from Policy to Practice for People with Disabilities (Part 1)

Andrew Clement, University of Toronto

A Layered Approach to Disability Access Using the ‘Access Rainbow’

Jutta Treviranus, University of Toronto
Robert Luke, University of Toronto
Steve Noble, Kentucky Assistive Technology Service Network

In Support Of Choices: Interoperability And Accessibility

Robert Luke, University of Toronto
Steve Noble, Kentucky Assistive Technology Service Network

Common Look And Feel: Accessibility And Digital Literacy In Canada

Lismer

(123) Online Research Methods

Gove Allen, Tulane University
Dan L. Burk, University of Minnesota
Gordon Davis, University of Minnesota

Ethical And Legal Issues In Research Using Data Collection Agents

Anja Göritz, University of Erlangen-Nürnberg

Material Incentives In Web Surveys – A Meta-Analysis

Gasper Koren, University of Ljubljana
Valentina Hlebec, University of Ljubljana
Katja Lozar Manfreda, University of Ljubljana
Vasja Vehovar, University of Ljubljana

New Approaches Towards Collecting Data On Ego-Centered Social Networks - Interactive Web Questionnaires

Macdonald

(124) Regulating the Internet: Liberty and Law

Christian Ahlert, Oxford University

Digital Rights Management And The Common Byte – Can We Create Liberty By Design?

Melanie Mortensen, McGill University

Governing The Digital Domain: Policy Foundations For Internet Law
Manipulating Code: How Society Can Utilize Code As A Regulatory Mechanism

Harris

(125) **Gaming: Communities of Play**

Mia Consalvo, Ohio

*Control Versus Community: Taking "The Sims" Online*

Sal Humphreys, CIRAC

*"You Just Got Better At Alteration [136]" The Shifting Relations Of Players And Developers In Multi-User Online Games.*

Rosa Leslie Mikeal, Anneberg School for Communication

Jennifer Stromer-Galley, SUNY Albany

*Simulated Manners: Mechanisms Of Social Control In An Embodied On-Line Environment, The Sims Online*

Casson

(126) **Technology, Culture and Control**

David Phillips, University of Texas at Austin

*Context, Identity, And Power In Ubiquitous Computing Environments*

Wendy Robinson, University of Cincinnati

*Consuming Electronics: Theorizing Everyday Wireless Mobility And Connectivity*

Alexander Serenko, McMaster University

Mihail Cocosila, McMaster University

*The Social Impacts Of Intelligent Agents On Internet Use*

Tom

Thomson

(127) **Identity: roles, selves and gender**

Steve Bailey, York University

*Identity, Intersection, Irony: Doubling The Self In The Digital Age*

Helen Merrick, Curtin University

*"Will The Real Barbarian Please Stand Up?": Gender, Role Playing And Online Games*

Monica Whitty, Queens University Belfast

*Cyber-Flirting: An Examination Of How Men And Women Flirt On The Internet*
### Session 3 - 11:30-1:00 p.m.

#### Toronto I (131) **Keynote Address**

**Lucy Suchman**, Lancaster University

### Session 4 - 2:00-3:45 p.m.

#### Toronto I (141) **Beyond the Digital Divide**

Suely Fragoso, UNISINOS
- *The Multiple Facets Of The Digital Divide*
- *Towards A Social Construction Of Digital Inclusion Efforts*
Michel Menou, City University, London
- *Understanding The Skills Divide*
Mary Stansbury, Kent State University
- *The Multiple Facets Of The Digital Divide*

#### Toronto II (142) **Research Communications and Knowledge Online**

Anne Beamish, University of Texas at Austin
- *From The Ground Up: Designing, Building, And Connecting A Global Professional Community*
Florence Millerand, Universite de Montreal
- *Le Courrier Électronique En Tant Que 'Technologie Cognitive' : Les Leçons Des Usages Dans Les Sciences (E-mail as a "cognitive technology": lessons on uses in science)*
Serge Proulx, University of Quebec in Montreal
- *Trajectoires D'usages: Mobilisation De Réseaux Personnels Et De Ressources Cognitives Pour L'appropriation D'internet (Trajectories of uses : egocentric networks and cognitive resources mobilisation in appropriating Internet)*
Johanne Saint-Charles, University of Quebec in Montreal
- *Trajectoires D'usages: Mobilisation De Réseaux Personnels Et De Ressources Cognitives Pour L'appropriation D'internet (Trajectories of uses : egocentric networks and cognitive resources mobilisation in appropriating Internet)*
Michael Totschnig, Université du Québec à Montréal (UQAM)
- *L'internet Et Le Logiciel Libre Comme Ressources Pour Le Développement D'outils Collaboratifs A L'usage De Communautés Virtuelles De Recherche (The Internet and free software: resources for the development of groupware tools for virtual research communities)*
Mark Wolfe, University of Calgary
- *Videoconferencing as a Knowledge Management Tool in the Distributed Research Domain*
Lismer  
(143) Broadening the Band, Distancing the Learning?: A case study of anonymity, identity and performance
Rebecca De Wind Mattingly, University of Illinois at Chicago
Annette M. Markham, University of Illinois at Chicago
Theresa Senft, New York University

Orphaned Thoughts And Adopted Identities: Performance
Anxieties In Distance Education >
Margaret Gonzales, University of Illinois at Chicago

Parallel Universities: Distance Education Disrupts the Traditional Classroom
Han Nool Lee, University of Illinois at Chicago

Defining Human: Anonymity And The Other
Claudia Ivon Rivera, University of Illinois at Chicago

Foreign Selves In Foreign Online Environments: The Lack Of Anonymity For Non-Native Speakers

Macdonald  
(144) Outside Nation and Norm: Conceptualizing Transnation Digital Formations
Jillana Enteen, NWU

Tamil Eelam On The World Wide Web: Strategies For Recognition
Arancha Sharma, University of Toronto

Girl Seeks ‘Suitable Boy’: South Asian Marriage Dot Com
Constance Kampf, University of Minnesota

Kumeyaay.Com: Internet Hopes And Realities For Indigenous Language Revitalization
Radhika Gajjala, Bowling Green State University

Outside Nation And Norm: Conceptualizing Transnational Digital Formations (Introduction)

Harris  
(145) Online Gaming Networks
Nils Olson, University of Calgary

Massively Multiplayer Online Role Playing Game: A Study Of Player Perspectives Of The Game “Lineage”

Gitte Stald, University of Copenhagen

T.L. Taylor, North Carolina State University

The Sopranos Meets Everquest: Social Networking In Massive Multiplayer Online Games
Casson (146) **Surveillance and Anti-surveillance**

John Campbell, Annenberg School of Communication

_outing planetout: surveillance, sexual identity, gay marketing and online portals_

Stephanie Coopman, San Jose State University
Myria Watkins Allen, U of Arkansas-Fayetteville
Joy Hart, U of Louisville

_Submit, Resist, Or Subvert?: Organization Members’ Responses To Electronic Surveillance_

Julian Kilker, UNLV
Loril Gossett, UT Austin

Counter-Panopticism And “Smart Mobs”: Implications Of Networked Collaboration For Bentham’s Notion Of Surveillance

Cambria Ravenhill, University of South Australia

_for the protection of all?: the ethical quandary of privacy vs. security in internet surveillance and data collection, post 9/11 – a canadian perspective_

Tom Thomson (147) **Gendered subjectivities**

Sarah Ford, University of Massachusetts, Amherst

_Asl Everyone!: creation and maintenance of gendered identities in web-based chat rooms_

Jane Long, University of Western Australia

_Be [Net] Alert, But Not Alarmed? Regulating The Parents Of Generation ICQ_

Sarah Stein, North Carolina State University

_Hacking Women: How Popular Media Represent The Technologically Proficient Woman_

Carmichael (148) **e-Democracy: technologies**

Ildiko Kaposi, Central European University

"soft" democracy how discussion forum participants may shape forum software on the hungarian internet

Daniel Skog, Umea University

_the private goes public – transformation of private and public space at lunarstorm_

Kate Williams, University of Michigan

_social capital and unexpected uploaders: a study of 12 telecenters in socially excluded areas in the US and UK_
Jackson

(149) **Virtual communities: theory and investigation I**

Jan Fernback, Temple University

*Moving Beyond Community In Cyberspace: A Theoretical Consideration Of Communal Interaction In Virtual Worlds*

Gisela Gil-Egui, Temple University
Carmen E. Boon, New School University

*Geopolitical References, Territorial Issues And National Identities In Cyberspace: A Study Of Cross-Posted Messages In Usenet “Soc.Culture” Newsgroups*

Gates Matthew Stoner, University of Arizona

*Online Learning Environments: Is A Sense Of Community Important?*

Mei Wu, University of Macao

*Information Flow In Chinese Net Forums*

---

**Session 5 - 4:00-5:15 p.m.**

Toronto I (151) **Blogging: authors and consequences I**

Susan Herring, Indiana University
Lois Scheidt, Indiana University
Elijah Wright, Indiana University

*Beyond The Unusual: Weblogs As Genre*

Gary Thompson, Saginaw

*Visual Factors In Constructing Authenticity In Weblogs*

Magali Bicais, France Télécom


Toronto II (152) **Interrogating Internet Research Methods**

Nancy Baym, University of Kansas

*Stories Of Online Social Life: Revealing What Surveys Obscure*

Tim Clukey, Plattsburgh State University
Elizabeth Bernat, Plattsburgh State University
Jonathan Slater, Plattsburgh State University

*Monitoring Community Web Visibility: Fostering Area Economic Development In The Absence Of Traffic Data*

Lismer (153) **Four Faces of ePresence: Designing Through Communities of Practice**

Ron Baecker, University of Toronto

*The First Face: A Closer Look At The Epresence System*
Gale Moore, University of Toronto

The Second Face: Designing The Design Team

Lawrence Spero, University of Toronto

The Third Face: Bringing Information To The Point Of Care

Anita Zijdemans, OISE, University of Toronto

The Fourth Face: Learning Communities And Novel Knowledge Products: The Case Of The Millennium Dialogue On Early Child Development

Macdonald (154) E-Governance: Developing nations

Elias Hernández

Cultures(s) Of Internet Users In Internet Cafés (Cibercafés), Community Squares (Plazas Comunitarias) And Digital Community Centres (Centros Comunitarios Digitales) In Rural México

Maria Roldan, University of the Philippines Cebu College

Community, E-Government, And The Domestic Digital Divide: A Case Study In The Philippines

Pardhasaradhi Yarlagadda, Osmania

Empowerment And Governance In Information Age: Experiences From India

Harris (155) eHealth Investigations I

Derek Hansen, University of Michigan

Who Do You Trust? The Role Of Expertise In An Online Support Group

Maria Macintyre, The Open University

Internet: Changing The Health Encounter?

Kaye Trammell, University of Florida

Impact of Source Credibility in Accessing Online Health Messages Based on Culture

Casson (156) Dissent, Activism, Resistance II

Jason Gallo, Northwestern University

Online Oppositional Communities As Discursive Counterpublics

David Lyon, Queens University, Kingston

Counter-Surveillance in Cyberspace: Resisting, negotiating, and complying with control on the internet

Victor Pickard, University of Washington

Assessing the Radical Democracy of Indymedia: Discursive, Technical and Organizational Constructions
Tom Thomson  
(157) **Community Networking: International Perspectives: A Roundtable**

Leslie Regan Shade, Concordia University (Convenor)
Peter van den Besselaar (Royal Netherlands Academy of Arts and Sciences)
Andrew Clement, (University of Toronto)
Peter Day, Lecturer, (University of Brighton)
Michael Gurstein, (New Jersey Institute of Technology)
Brian Loader, (University of Teesside)
Serge Proulx, (University du Quebec a Montreal)
Doug Schuler, (Evergreen State College, Washington)

Carmichael  
(158) **Histories and Historiography**

Gerard Goggin, University of Queensland

*Networked Imaginings; Or, Theorising The Internet’s Cultural Histories*

Susanna Paasonen, University of Tampere

*Net Years, Pioneers And Flat Perspectives: Temporality And Internet Studies*

Glenn Pass, Curtin University

*From Paris To Perth: Adopting An Annales Perspective On The Social History Of The Internet In Western Australia*

Jackson  
(159) **Virtual communities: theory and investigation II**

Reuven Aviv, Open University of Israel
Zippy Erlich, Open University of Israel
Gilad Ravid, Haifa University

*Network Analysis Of Interactivity In Online Communities*

Anita Blanchard, University of North Carolina Charlotte

*Whose Community Is It Anyway? Testing A Model Of Member Participation And Sense Of Community In Virtual Communities*

Jennifer Kayahara, University of Waterloo

*Exploring The Theoretical Possibilities Of Online Communities*

---

**5:15-7:00 p.m.**

**Welcome Reception - Hilton Hotel Foyer**

* cash bar, hors d’oeuvres*
Friday, October 17, 2003

8:00-8:30 p.m.
Governor General's Suite  Birds of a Feather Meetings, Blogging, and Scribing

Session 1 - 8:30-9:45 a.m.

Toronto I  (211) The Domesticated Internet: Networking Users, Computer Competence, Expertise and Knowledge

Jari Aro, University of Tampere
Virve Peteri, University of Tampere

Constructing The Computer At Home: Competence, Gender And Domestic Spaces

Maria Bakardjieva, University of Calgary

Knowledge@Home: The Internet And The Social Distribution Of Knowledge

Rivka Ribak, University of Haifa

The Construction Of Dependence In Adolescents’ Discourse About Technology

Elaine Lally, University of Western Sydney

At Home With Information: The Informatisation Of Domestic Life

Toronto II  (212) eHealth Investigations II

Luc Bonneville, Université du Québec à Montréal

Les Problèmes Posés Par L’e-Santé Sur Le Terrain De La Pratique Médicale (Problems posed by e-health for medical practice)

Patricia Radin, California State University-Hayward

The Pink Bus: Peer Health Communication Online

Carlos Rizo, Centre for Global eHealth Innovation
AR Jadad, Centre for Global eHealth Innovation
MW Enkin, Centre for Global eHealth Innovation
P Cubillos-Rizo, Centre for Global eHealth Innovation
H Oh, Centre for Global eHealth Innovation
G Eysenbach, Centre for Global eHealth Innovation

The Impact Of Internet Mediated Communication On Outcomes And The Process Of Care
Lismer (213) Transnational Networks for Community
Jose Benitez, Ohio University
   Representations Of Salvadoran Immigrants In The United States On The Internet
Mihaela Nedelcu, University of Neuchâtel
   Migrations Et Diasporas À L’Ère Du Numérique. E-Stratégies Des Migrants Roumains À Toronto. (Migrations and Diasporas in the digital age. E-strategies of Romanian migrants in Toronto)
Marta Torres Vilatarsana, Universitat Oberta de Catalunya
   Linguistic minorities on Internet: the Catalan case

Macdonald (214) Privacy online
Janis Goldie, University of Calgary
   Privacy In Public: How Online Group Participants Understand Privacy
Jacek Gwizdka, University of Toronto
Mark Chignell, University of Toronto
Anabel Quan-Haase, University of Western Ontario
   The Privacy Attitude Questionnaire (Paq) And Internet Use
Adam Joinson, The Open University
   Self-Disclosure And Intimacy Online: Integrating Media Effects With User Characteristics

Harris (215) Visual Dimensions of the Internet
Heather Ford, APC
   Learning To Play: The Case For The Development Of African Online Content
Derek Freeman, University of Wales Institute Cardiff
Wendy Keay-Bright, University of Wales Institute Cardiff
   Reactive Colours: First Reactions Of Children On The Autism Spectrum To Computers: The Potential For Open Participative Community Based Design
Paul Guzzardo, Director-HITEC
   Design Prototypes For A Networked City

Casson (216) Copyright: Ethos, Ethics, Identity
Dan Burk, University of Minnesota
   Feminism And Copyright In Digital Media
Andrew Herman, College of the Holy Cross in Worcester
Rosemary Coombe, York University

Property, Propriety And The Digital Public Sphere:
Consequences Of Regimes Of Intellectual Property For The
Ethics Of Internet-Based Civil Society

Laurie Johnson, University of Minnesota

Rip, Mix, Burn: Peer-To-Peer Networks And Collective Ethos

Tom Thomson

(217) The Internet and Elections: Theoretical and
Methodological Perspectives in an
International Project

Randolph Kluver, Nanyang

National Variation In Web Deployment: The Role Of Political
Culture And Media Regulation In Internet Politics

Steve Schneider, SUNY Institute of Technology
Kirsten Foot, University of Washington

Archiving Web Spheres: Theoretical And Technical
Considerations

Renee Van Os, University of Nijmegen
Carlo Hagemann, University of Nijmegen
Nick Jankowski, University of Nijmegen

Internet And The 2004 European Union Elections

Carmichael

(218) Meanings and Measurements of the Network

George Barnett, State University of New York at Buffalo
Joong-Hyun Shin, SUNY-Buffalo
Han Woo Park, Park-Yeungnam University

The Structure Of International Internet Flows

Vesna Dolnicar, University of Ljubljana
Vehovar Vasja, University of Ljubljana
Sicherl Pavle, University of Ljubljana

Advanced Measuring Of The Digital Divide: Multivariate
Interactions And Digital Distance

Angelika Volst, Danube-University Krems

Beyond Access: Questioning Internet-Traffic

Jackson

Technology Demonstration

Apple Canada

The Apple Platform - Tools for Internet Research
Session 2 - 10:00-11:15 a.m.

Toronto I  (221) **Keynote Address**

Pierre Lévy, University of Ottawa
“*For a Collective Intelligence Oriented Cyberspace*”

Session 3 - 11:30 a.m.-1:00 p.m.

Toronto I  (231) **Broadband Enabled Research**

David Mitchell, University of Calgary
*Broadband Enabled Research: Introduction*

Linda Goldenberg, University of Calgary
*The Insite Project*

Mark Wolfe, University of Calgary
*The Alberta Supernet Research Alliance*

Toronto II  (232) **Regulating the Internet: Governance Inside and Outside of the Net**

Guillaume Latzko-Toth, Université du Québec à Montréal and Université Paris II
*La Gouvernance D’undernet Ou Le Chat Comme Pratique De Gouvernement (Governing the Undernet: Chat as a Government Practice)*

Meryem Marzouki, LIP6/PolyTIC
*Internet Cheval De Troie De La Libéralisation De L’onu ? La Société Civile Et Le Sommet Mondial Sur La Société De L’information (Would The Internet Be The Trojan Horse Of UN Liberalization ? Civil Society And The World Summit On The Information Society)*

Lismer  (233) **Online Writing: Self and Machine**

Lori Kendall, Purchase College, SUNY
*Diary Of A Networked Individual: Interpersonal Connections On Livejournal*

Katie Raynes-Goldie, University of Toronto
*Pulling Sense Out of Today’s Informational Chaos: Livejournal as a Site of Knowledge Creation and Sharing*

Sue Thomas, Nottingham Trent University
*Mapping The Transition From Page To Screen*
Macdonald  

(234) **E-business: Loyalty, Community, and Control**

Dianne Cyr, Simon Fraser University  
Carole Bonanni, Simon Fraser University  
Joe Ilsever, Simon Fraser University  
John Bowes, Simon Fraser University

*Building Loyalty In E-Business Across Cultures*

Priya Nambisan, Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute  
James H. Watt, Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute

*Participation In Online Product Communities:Impact On Consumer Attitudes & Perceptions*

Aleksander Tarkowski, Central European University

*The Politics of "Magic Pixie Dust". Socio-technical Effects of Open-Sourcing Netscape Communicator Code*

Harris  

(235) **Virtual Nations: Post-Soviet States**

Hrachik Bayadyan, The Magistrates Yerevan State University

*The Internet In Post-Soviet Armenia: An Initial Attempt For Cultural Study*

Muzhgan Nazarova, University of Illinois at Urban-Champaign

*The Internet In Azerbaijan: Its Impact On Everyday Life*

Carolyn Y. Wei, University of Washington  
Beth E. Kolko, University of Washington  
Jan H. Spyridakis, University of Washington

*The Effect Of The Internet On Society In Uzbekistan*

Casson  

(236) **Studying the Internet via the Internet: Electronic Collaboration - Roundtable**

Radhika Gajjala, Bowling Green State University (Convenor)

Group 1 – Melissa Altman and Jaimie Bailish, Bowling Green State University

Group 2 – Natalia Rybas, Qi Tang and Ekatarina Bakhtemova, Bowling Green State University

Group 3 – Shawna Woody and Mike McGill, Bowling Green State University

Group 4 – Ike Brunner and Mark Zeller, Bowling Green State University

Group 5 – Brett Barnett and Stephanie Tuszynski, Bowling Green State University

Group 6 – Cheri Hampton-Farmer and Kate Simcox, Bowling Green State University

Respondents:

Jillana Enteen, Northwestern University  
Sonia Nelson, Northwestern University
(237) Dance, the Body and the Internet
Susan Aaron, University of Toronto
Meaning Structures Dissolve - Art As Cultural Structure
Johannes Birringer, Rice University
The politics of transcultural/telepresence dance
Susa Kozel, Simon Fraser University
Disintegration And Dissemination
Lisa Naugle, University of California, Irvine
Probing The Barriers To Dance And Other Worlds: Separation And Connection Through Internet2

(238) The Internet and Progressive Mobilization
Aldon Hynes, Independent
Deanforamerica: Smart Mob, Public Sphere Or Social Network
Lauren Langman, Loyola University of Chicago
Douglas Morris, Loyola University of Chicago
Another World Is Possible: Social Mobilization In The Global Age
Victor Pickard, University of Washington
Lessons From Indymedia: Internet Activism, Sustainable Networks And Social Movements
Valerie Scatamburlo-D'annibale, University of Windsor
Indymedia Growing Pains: Open Publishing Vs. The Voice Of The Global Justice Movement?
Steve Walker, Leeds Metropolitan University
Linda Creanor, Glasgow Caledonian University
Mobilising Through The Internet: Trade Union Education And European Networking
Mei Wu, University of Macau
The Internet And Civic Protest In China: Emerging Online Petitions

(239) Graduate Student Assembly
Leslie Tkach Kawasaki, AoIR Executive Graduate Student Representative-elect (Convenor)
Session 4 - 2:00-3:45 p.m.

Toronto I

**241** *Access Denied: Critical Considerations of Internet Space and the Digital Divide*

Stine Gotved, University of Copenhagen

*Online Spatiality As Part Of Social Reality*

Annette Markham, University of Illinois at Chicago

*Internet As Tool, Place, And Way Of Being*

Mark Nunes, Georgia Perimeter College

*Articulating Cyberspaces: Control, Aberrance, And The Rhetoric Of Access*

Michele White, Wellesley

*We’re "In" With The In Crowd: Social Divisions And The Rendering Of Internet Space*

Toronto II

**242** *Instantaneous Communications: practice and policy*

Naomi Baron, American University

Richard Ling, Telenor

*IM And SMS: A Linguistic Comparison*

Gloria Jacobs, University of Rochester

*Fast Times And Cyber Space: Understanding The Relationship Between Fast Capitalism And Instant Messaging*

Ali Khardouche

*La Dynamique De L’Internet Pour Le SMS TV Chat*

Hella Winston, CUNY

Paul Attewell, CUNY

*Street Talk Goes Digital*

Lismer

**243** *The (Un)Happy Marriage of Internet and Politics*

Lincoln Dalhberg, Massey University

*Publicity.Com: The Corporate Domination Of Cyberspace And The Marginalisation Of Online Critical Communication*

Joss Hands, Anglia Polytechnic University

*The Discourse Of E-Deliberation: A Study In The Communicative Practice Of Local E-Democracy In The UK*

Eugenia Siapera, University of Amsterdam

*Communities, Identity Politics And The Internet: Possibilities For Democratization*
Tamara Witschge, University of Amsterdam

Immigration On The Internet: How Public Discourse Of A Contested Issue Takes Place On The Net

Macdonald (244) Copyright: Law and Culture

Kristin Eschenfelder, University of Wisconsin
Anuj Desai, University of Wisconsin

Illegal Links: Tracking DeCSS Posting And Linking During The Corley Trial

Mary Madden, Pew Internet and American Life Project

American Artists And The Internet: Usage Patterns, Copyright Issues, And Overall Impact

Hector Postigo, Rensselaer

Copyright Violation On The Internet: Gaps Between Norms And The Law

Jessica Reyman, University of Minnesota

Determining Value: Distance Education, Fair Use, And The Teach Act

Harris (245) Citizens’ participation in East Asian politics – Revolution via Internet?

Peichi Chung, Institute of Communication Research

The “Local” Dimension Of Identity Construction In A Web-Based Political Organization: A Case Study Of Taiwanese Political Movements

Isa Ducke, German Institute for Japanese Studies (DIJ)

The Effectiveness Of Internet Tools For Citizens’ Groups In Japan

Leslie Tkach Kawasaki

Exploring Political Activity On The Internet In Japan, 2000-2002

Iris Wieczorek, Institute of Asian Affairs

The Internet As An Instrument And Platform For Ngos To Strengthen Civil Society In Japan

Casson (246) The Internet and the Senses: Textuality, Visuality, and Identity

Robert Glenn Howard, University of Wisconsin, Madison

Fundamentalist Christian Identity And Narrative Plasticity In On-Line End Times Discourse After September 11, 2001

Tara Mcpherson, University of Southern California

Color Coding: Thoughts On New Media And Race In Post-World War II Culture
Lisa Nakamura, University of Wisconsin Madison  
*Visual Culture Of Race And The Internet*

Jonathon Sterne, University of Pittsburgh  
*Is Digital Media Culture Visual Culture?*

Tom Thomson  
*(247) Physicality: place, body, network*  
Jeffrey Boase, University of Toronto  
Wenhong Chen, University of Toronto  
Barry Wellman, University of Toronto  
Monica Prijatelj, University of Toronto  

*Is There A Place In Cyberspace: The Uses And Users Of Public Internet Terminals*

Angie Hsieh, Simon Fraser University  
Mark Ihnat, Simon Fraser University  

*Tearing Down The Walls Of Domestic Space: Internet-Based Technologies And The Home Han Lee, University of Illinois at Chicago Defining Human*

Kris Markman, The University of Texas at Austin  

*Taking The Flesh With Me: Embodied Interaction As A Framework For Studying Internet Communication*

Carmichael  
*(248) Multiple Perspectives on Online Learning*  
Brian Carolan, Columbia University  

*Participation Across Time In Online Learning Venues*

Robert Steiner, American Museum of Natural History  

*Seminars On Science By The National Center For Science Literacy, Education And Technology And The American Museum Of Natural History*

Barbara Reinhalter, Columbia University  

*Patterns Of Quality In Online Courses*

Gary Natriello, Columbia University  

*Beyond Courses: The Search For New Patterns Of Education Online*

Jackson  
*Technology Demonstration*  
Apple Canada  

*The Apple Platform - Tools for Internet Research*
### Session 5 - 4:00-5:15 p.m.

**Toronto I (251)  Keynote Address**

**Steve Jones, University of Illinois - Chicago**

---

### Session 6 - 5:15-7:00 p.m.

**Toronto I (261)  AOIR Annual General Meeting**

---

### Saturday, October 18, 2003

#### 8:00 - 8:30 a.m.

**Governor General's Birds of a Feather Meetings, Blogging, and Scribing Suite**

---

### Session 1 - 8:30 - 9:45 a.m

**Toronto I (311)  Carl Couch Internet Research Award: winning Papers**

- **Sarah Ford**, University of Massachusetts, Amherst
  
  *ROFLMAO! :D: Re-embodying the Web-Based Chat Room*

- **Camille Johnson**, University of Illinois at Chicago
  
  *Pro-Anorexia Websites: An Analysis Of Cultural Communication And Meaning Negotiation Online*

- **Terra Mcdaniel**, University of Houston
  
  *Virtual Religion: A Study Of Spiritual Webmasters*

---

**Toronto II (312)  Enjeux politiques et gouvernance de l’Internet**

- **Michel Sénécal**, Télé-Université du Québec
  - **Jean Robillard**
    
    *Enjeux De La Gouvernance D’internet : Du Droit À La Communication À La Société De L’information (The Stakes of the governance of Internet: from the right to communicate to the information society)*

- **Cécile Méadel**, l’École Nationale Supérieure des Mines (Paris)
  - **Meryem Marzouki**, CNRS (Paris)
    
    *Gouvernance D’internet : Analyse Des Modes De Production Et D’application De La Norme À Travers Le Cas De L’icann (Internet governance: Analysis of the norm production and application modes through the ICANN case)*
Loum Ndiaga, Université du Québec à Montréal

Régulation Du Cyberespace : Pourquoi Une Primauté De L’éthique Et De La Déontologie Sur Le Droit ? (Internet Regulation: Why ethics and deontology should prevail? )

Patrick Brunet, Université d’Ottawa

Internet : Enjeux Éthiques Et Vide Politique (Internet : ethical issues and political vacuum)

Geneviève Vidal, Université de Paris XIII

Enjeux Politiques Et Gouvernance De L’internet

Lismer (313) The ‘New’ News Media

Axel Bruns, Queensland University of Technology

Stuff That Matters: Slashdot And The Emergence Of Open News

Sandrine Dincki, Rensselaer

MSNBC.com vs. TF1.fr: France Lagging Behind or Cultural Differences?

John Kelly, Columbia University

Substitution Or Synergy: Cross-National And Cross-Cultural Measures Of The Internet’s Effects On Media Equilibrium

Nathaniel Poor, University of Michigan

When Open Technocultures Are Closed: The Website Slashdot

Macdonald (314) Indigenous perspectives on the Internet

Tetaka Keegan, University of Waikato
Sally Jo Cunningham, University of Waikato

Indigenous Language Presence On The Web? – The Māori Example

Frits Pannekoek, University of Calgary
Janice Dickin, University of Calgary

First Nations On-Line: Creating Canada’s Multiple Narratives

Harris (315) Remembering dot.com

Adrienne Massanari, University of Washington


David Silver, University of Washington

Community.Com: The Morphing Faces And Interfaces Of Theglobe.Com
Casson  (316) **Pornography and Ideology**
Susan Herring, Indiana University Bloomington
Anna Martinson, Indiana University Bloomington

_Representational Bias On Sextracker_

Anna Martinson, Indiana University Bloomington

_Ideological Discourse On The Web: The Pornography Debates_

---

Tom Thomson  (317) **Religion in Cyberspace**
Heidi Campbell, University of Edinburgh


Stewart Hoover, University of Colorado


---

Carmichael  (318) **What Does "Quality" Actually Mean on the Internet?**
Samantha Adams, Erasmus University

_Constructed Reliabilities Of Medical Websites And The Importance Of Difference For Medical End-Users_

Isidro Aguillo, CINDOC-CSIC

_Indirect Estimation Of Quality In Academic And R&D Websites Using Indexes Of The Effort Needed To Build, Organise And Maintain The Webpages_

Paul Wouters, Nerdi (Networked Research and Digital Information)

_The Discursive Construction Of Scientific And Scholarly Quality On The Internet_

---

Jackson  (319) **Publishing Internet Research: Editors Roundtable**
Ulla Bunz, Rutgers University (Convenor)
Sue Barnes, _Interpersonal Computing and Technology_ (online), Rochester Institute of Technology
Teresa Harrison, _Electronic Journal of Communication/_La Revue Electronique de la Communication, SUNY Albany
Steve Jones, _New Media and Society_, University of Illinois Chicago
Brian Loader, _Information, Communication and Society_, University of Teesside
Session 2 - 10:00 - 11:15 a.m

Toronto I  (321) Broadband the Health - Roundtable

Monica Murero, International Institute of Infonomics (Convenor)
Isabel Diaz de Isla, University of Catalunya
Gunther Eysenbach, Editor, Journal of Internet Medical Research
Susannah Fox, Pew Internet, Director of Research
Laura Gurak, University of Minnesota
Robert Hawkins, University of Wisconsin
Alex Jadad, University of Toronto
Hratch Karamanoukian, State University of New York at Buffalo
Jonathan Kay, University of Oxford
Laura Kaitkowsky, Patient
Gerald Kral, University of Vienna
Ronal Rice, Rutgers University

Toronto II  (322) Enjeux sociopolitiques et Internet - Militantisme, critique sociale et usages d'Internet

Frédéric Dubois, Université du Québec à Montréal
Michel Sénécal, Télé-Université du Québec

Le Centre Des Médias Alternatifs Du Québec Dans La Mouvance Militante D'internet (The Centre for media alternatives (CMAQ) in the activist realm of the Internet)

Fabien Granjon, France Télécom
Dominique Cardon, France Télécom, RetD, UCE

Médias Alternatifs, Militantisme Informationnel Et Mouvement Altermondialisation (Antiglobalisation Movement and Information-based Activism - ATTACINFO in the WSF 2003)

Fanny Carmagnat, France Télécom

Les Réseaux Libertaires Du Wifi En France (Libertarian networks of "Wifi" in France)

Geneviève Vidal, Université de Paris XIII Nord

Les Artistes Et Internet : Vers Un Renouveau De La Critique Artiste ? (Artists and Internet: towards a revival of the "artist" criticism)
Lismer (323) **Identity: Linking Identity, Community, and Belonging**
Wanda Brockington, Norfolk

*Searching The Internet: Black Space In The Public Sphere*

Uwe Matzat, University of Düsseldorf

*Offline Social Networks And The Emergence Of Norms In Online Groups*

Macdonald (324) **Critiques of Commodification and Competition**
Venkataramana Gajjala, Tiffin

*Entrepreneurship And Globalization Processes And E-Commerce: A Look At Indian Software Companies*

Jay Kesan, University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign

Andres A. Gallo, University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign

*Imperfect Competition In Internet Markets: The Role Of Network Effects In Determining Market Structure*

Ren Reynolds

*Commodification Of Identity In Online Communities*

Harris (325) **Art and Design Online**
Brandon Barr, University of Rochester
Garrett Lynch, Practicing artist

*Art In The Margins: Banner Art And The Aesthetics Of Limitation*

Vince Dziekan, Monash University

*Beyond The Museum Walls: Designing New Spaces For Art*

Troels Degn Johansson, The IT University of Copenhagen

*The Virtualization Of Place: Art, Culture, Technology*

Casson (326) **Fans and Players: Media Communities**
Mark Andrejevic, University of Iowa

*Cybernetic Viewing: Watching Television Without Pity*

Rhiannon Bury, University of Waterloo

*My Canada Includes Mounties and Gay Marriage: American Due South Fans and the Heterotopic Imagination*

Florence Chee, Simon Fraser University

Richard Smith, Simon Fraser University

*Is Electronic Community An Addictive Substance? Everquest And Its Implications For Addiction Policy*
Tom Thomson  
**Media Ecology Contributions to Internet Research: Roundtable**

- Janet Sternberg, New York University (Convenor)
- Susan B. Barnes, Rochester Institute of Technology
- Ronald J. Deibert, University of Toronto
- Paul Levinson, Author, Founder of Connected Education
- Eric McLuhan, McLuhan Program
- Lance Strate, Fordham University

Carmichael  
**Theorising the Mediated Self**

- Andreas Kitzmann, University Karlstad  
  *The Anxiety Of The Real: Practices Of Self-Documentation In The Network Age*
- Lisa Lynch, The Catholic University of America  
  *Net/Chanted: Histories And Futures Of Automatic Writing*
- Michele Willson, Curtin University  
  *Being Together: The Possibilities For Technologically Mediated Sociality In Community Theory*

Jackson  
**Wireless and Wires: Network Infrastructure**

- Adrian Mackenzie, Lancaster University  
  *Protocol 802.11 – Contesting The Cultural Meaning Of A Conventional Object*
- Christian Sandvig, University of Illinois  
  *Individual Infrastructure: The Case Of Wi-Fi And The Prospects For Cooperative Action*
- Craig Watters, Syracuse University  
  *Infrastructure, Technology, and Rural Communities: Spatial Issues Lost in a Rural County’s Regional Development*

**Session 3 - 11:30 a.m. - 1:00 p.m**

**Toronto I**  
**Keynote Address**

- Jane Fountain - Director, National Center for Digital Government Research and Practice, Harvard University
| Toronto I | (341) **eGovernance and Citizen Engagement: Assessing Canada’s online Foreign Policy Dialogue/Discussion politique étrangère**  
Liss Jeffrey, University of Toronto  
Democracy's Theatres: Rethinking Agenda Setting And Public Diplomacy In The Online Policy Consultation Process  
Christie Hurrell, York University/Ryerson University  
Shaping Policy Discourse In The Public Sphere: Civility, Moderation, And The Design Of A Public Space For Online Dialogue  
Cathie Salyn, University of Toronto  
New Policy Media Design: Testing What We Know About Evaluation Of Knowledge Media Design On The Foreign Policy Dialogue  
Jeremy Shtern, Ecommons  
Turning Citizen Chatter Into Something That Matters: Analyzing The Public Contributions To An Online Policy Consultation Using Qualitative Analysis Software |
|-----------------------------------------------------|
| Toronto II | (342) **Enjeux sociopolitiques et Internet - De la critique par l'Internet à la critique de l'Internet**  
Abdel Benchenna, Université de Paris XIII Nord  
Le Logiciel Libre, Nouveau Mouvement Social? (Free software: a new social movement?)  
Éric George, Université d'Ottawa  
Internet, De "Simple " Outil De Communication À Enjeu Majeur (Internet, from “simple” communication tool to major stake)  
France Aubin, Université du Québec à Montréal  
Intellectuels, Engagement Et Internet (Intellectuals, globalization and Internet)  
Marin Ledun, Université Stendhal  
Des Formes D'engagement Du Sujet Et De Son Expérience Politique Dans La Recherche Francophone Et Anglo-Saxonne Sur La “Démocratie Assistée Par Ordinateur” |
| Lismer | (343) **Digital Divide: opportunities and challenges**  
Pauline Cheong, Annenberg School of Communication  
Holley Wilkin, Annenberg School of Communication  
The Internet: An Empowering Newer Media For Health Communication? An Empirical Inquiry Into Media Use For Health Information Among Four Hispanic Communities |
Amanda Lenhart, Pew Internet & American Life Project
Katherine Allen, Pew Internet & American Life Project

Disabled Americans And Internet Use: Barriers, Challenges And Context

Dianne Looker, Acadia University
Victor Thiessen, Dalhousie University

The Internet And The Gender Digital Divide.

Colleen McCombe, VICNET, State Library of Victoria
Michal Morris, Centre for Ethnicity and Health, Victoria

Victorian Non-English Speaking Communities And The Internet: Findings From Community Consultations Conducted During June-July 2002.

Macdonald

(344) Internet-based Learning: the lessons of Collaboration

Ulla Bunz, Rutgers University

Changes In Medium Choice And Technology-Mediated Communication Competence Due To Active Exposure To Computer-Mediated Communication Technologies In A Cross-University Virtual Classroom

Peter Jakubowicz, The Chinese University of Hong Kong

Online Learning Community: A Case Study Of The Cuforum At The Chinese University Of Hong Kong

Armando Montilla, Bauhaus Dessau Foundation - Kolleg Satellite Cluster Caracas

The E-Xquisite Corpse: Bridging Distance And Cultural Gaps Through Web-Based Collaboration. The Kolleg Satellite Cluster Caracas

A.R. Ross, Oxford University

‘Do Operating Theatres Have Bathrooms?’— Goffman And Back-Region Behaviour In Three Adult Online Learning Communities

Harris

(345) Online-offline intersections

Jane Aspinall, University of Toronto
Andrew Clement, University of Toronto
Ana Viseu, University of Toronto

Mapping Interwoven Intermediary Threads In Everyday Internet Experience

Alison Powell, Ryerson University/York University

E-Life And Real Life: On- And Off-Line Social Life In An Internet Cafe
Helena Särkiö, University of Florida

*Teenage Girls And Feminism Online: Could It Work?*

Lauren Squires, American University

*College Students In Multimedia Relationships: Choosing, Using, And Fusing Communication Technologies*

---

**Casson**

(346) **Network Formations: Producing and Consuming Online Games**

Jason Rhody, University of Maryland

*Em Speaks, Or Textual Practices, Online Communication, And Asheron’s Call*

Dmitri Williams, University of Michigan

*Bridging, Bonding And Slaying The Evil Foo: Social Capital In An Online Game*

Donald Snyder, University of Maryland

*Consumers Producing The Game: The Sims Online and Ksim Bauhaus Radio*

---

**Tom Thomson**

(347) **Interrogating Information Flows of the Risk Society**

Barbara Crow, York University

*Benchmarking E-Government And Citizenship On-Line*

Jefferey Grabill, Michigan State University

*Useless Information, Troubled Technologies: The Pragmatics Of Citizen Knowledge-Making*

Holly Kruse, University of Tulsa

*Time, Space, And Information Flows In Online Parimutuel Markets*

John Monberg, University of Kansas

*Allocating Risk In Urban Planning Gis*

---

**Carmichael**

(348) **Expanding the Boundaries: Methodological Issues in Doing Internet Research**

Andrea Baker, University of Maryland Baltimore County

*Ethical Issues In Researching Online Communities And Relationships*

Shelia Cotten, University of Maryland Baltimore County (UMBC)
Alice Nixon, UMBC
David Rohall, University of Western Illinois
Bethany Griffin Deeds, UMBC
Mark Terranova, UMBC

*Applying The Tailored Design To Internet Surveys With College Students*
Irina Shklovski, Carnegie Mellon University
  Operationalizing The Concept Of Internet Use

Jackson
  (349) Regulating the Internet: Policies or Markets
  Matthew Allen, Curtin University
  Broadband Technologies, Techno-Optimism And The ‘Hopeful’ Citizen

Enda Brophy, Carleton University
  The Politics Of Cyberspace: ICANN And The Contested General Intellect

Andres Gallo, University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign
Jay Kesan, University of Illinois at Urbana Champaign
  The Construction Of Regulatory Regimes For The Internet: ICANN Politics Or The Transition To An International Political Organization

Harmeet Sawhney, Indiana University
  Universal Service: The Other Perspective

Session 5 - 4:00 - 5:15 p.m

Toronto I
  (351) Internet Studies: Building a Stable Brick-and-Mortar Program around a Dynamic Click-and-Update Field - Roundtable
  David Silver, University of Washington (Convenor)
  Matthew Allen, Curtin University of Technology
  Norman Clark, Appalachian State University
  Mike T. Hubler, The University of Alabama in Huntsville
  Denise N. Rall, Southern Cross University
  Derek Stanovsky, Appalachian State University

Toronto II
  (352) Identity: Negotiating the Self
  Janne Bromseth
  Betrayed. When truth becomes fiction, nothing is for real...
  The revelation of a virtual multiple-identity cross-dresser in a Swedish discussion group for lesbian and bisexual women

Bharat Mehra, University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign
Dean Papajohn, University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign
  Internet As A “Glocal” Network: Fulfilling ‘Diasporic’ Needs Of International Teaching Assistants (Itas) In The United States
Marcelo Vieta, Simon Fraser University

The Interactional Self and the Experiences of Internet Mediated Communication as Seen Through Heidegger, Mead, and Schutz

Lismer (353) Knowledge Networking and Social practice

Caroline Haythornthwaite, University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign
Michelle Kazmer, Florida State University

Distributed Knowledge Practices And ICT

Dawn Sweet, Rutgers University

Computer-Mediated Communication: A Structurational Approach To Studying Knowledge Management

Macdonald (354) The Evolution of the World Wide Web: Accessibility from Policy to Practice for People with Disability II

Susan Kretchmer, Johns Hopkins University

The Internet, Accessibility, And The Law

Laurie Harrison, University of Toronto

On The Front Lines – From Principle To Practice


Accessibility And The Semantic Web

Harris (355) E-Governance: Civic Networks

Nadia Caidi, University of Toronto

Beyond Information: Libraries’ Role In Developing ‘Civilizational’ Competence

Wisdom Tettey, University of Calgary

Information Technology, Decentralization And Participatory Governance In South Africa

Casson (356) @Home (and Not @Home)

James Hay, University of Illinois--Urbana-Champaign

Becoming A Soldier In Your Own Home: Mobilization And The New ‘Mobile Privatization’

Jonathan Sterne, University of Pittsburgh

The Digital Home Studio

Mark Andrejevic, University of Iowa

Whispering Commodities and Smart Clothes
**Tom Thomson**

(357) *Computer-mediated Communications*

Ewa Callahan, Indiana University

*Emotional Reactions Of Usenet Participants To September 11 Attacks*

Bernie Hogan, University of Toronto

*Media Multiplexity: An Examination Of Differential Communication Usage*

Diane Hui, Washington University

*Intersubjectivity In The Realm Of Computer-Medicated Communications In The Context Of Collaborative Professional Development Process*

---

**Carmichael**

(358) *Digital Divide: Access*

Dominik Batorski, Warsaw University

*Digital Divide In Poland: Who Can Benefit From Using The Internet?*

Nojin Kwak, The University of Michigan
Marko M. Skoric, University of Michigan
Ann E. Williams, University of Michigan
Nathaniel D. Poor, University of Michigan

*The Faster, the Better? Assessing the Impact of Broadband Internet on Knowledge and Participation*

Jocelyn Williams, UNITEC Institute of Technology
Frank Sligo, Massey University
Catherine Wallace, Massey University

*Connecting communities in New Zealand: assessing outcomes for novice ICT users*

---

**Jackson**

(359) *Blogging: authors and consequences II*

Zizi Papacharissi, Temple University

*The Blogger Revolution? Audiences As Media Producers*

David Park, University of Illinois-Chicago

*Bloggers And Warbloggers As Public Intellectuals: Charting The Authoritative Space Of The Weblog*

Clancy Ratliff, University of Minnesota

*Sites Of Resistance: Weblogs And Creative Commons Licenses*
5:15 - 7:00 p.m.

Toronto I  pre- Gala Cocktails

7:00 p.m. - late

Toronto I  AoIR 4.0 Gala Dinner

Sunday, October 19, 2003

8:00 - 8:30 a.m.

Governor General's  Birds of a Feather Meetings, Blogging, and Scribing

Session1 - 8:30 - 9:45 a.m.

Toronto I  (411) Rob Kling Remembered: Paper and Roundtable
Eric T. Meyer, Indiana University
Rob Kling, Indiana University
Communication Regimes And Digital Images: Understanding Communication Regimes, Digital Photography And The Internet
Barry Wellman, University of Toronto
Leslie Reagan Shade, Concordia University

Toronto II  (412) Internet-based Learning: identity and education
Kate Orton-Johnson, University of Surrey
If You Build It They Will Come? Evaluating Student Use Of Web-Based Resources
Jamie Switzer, University of Colorado
The Use Of Gendered Language In Online Communication: A Content Analysis
Sharon Tettegah, University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign
Grant Kien, University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign
Animated Vignettes As An Online Education Tool
Lismer  
(413) *Web Design for Civic Engagement*
Boris Kragelj, University of Ljubljana

   *Developing New Model For Website Assessment: Applying Evaluation Theory Approach For Assessment Of Slovenian Government Websites*

Duncan Sanderson, Universite Laval
Andrée Fortin, Universite Laval

   *Web Site Development By Locally-Oriented Community Organizations: Characteristics, Problems, And Issues*

Macdonald  
(414) *Freedoms of Speech Online*
Volodymyr Lysenko, National Technical University of Ukraine

   *Role And Perspectives Of Usage Of The Internet, As Information And Communication Medium, In Guaranteeing Of The Freedom Of The Press In The Newly Independent States.*

Bastiaan Vanacker, University of Minnesota

   *Regulating Hate Speech On The Internet: Conflicting Paradigms*

Harris  
(415) *eHealth - Past, Current and Future Research*
Gunther Eysenbach, Centre for Global eHealth Innovation

   *Ehealth - An Overview Of 5 Years Of Research*

Jim Till, University of Toronto
Gunther Eysenbach, Centre for Global eHealth Innovation

   *Ethics Of Research Involving Online Health Communities*

Casson  
(416) *Broadening Options and Raising Standards for Qualitative Internet Research: A Dialogue among Scholars*
Annette Markham, University of Illinois-Chicago (Convenor)
Nancy Baym, University of Kansas
Clifford Christians, University of Illinois Urbana-Champaign
Norman Denzin, University of Illinois Urbana-Champaign
Susan Herring, Indiana University Bloomington
Shani Orgad, London School of Economics

Tom Thomson  
(417) *Digital Divide: haves and have-nots?*
Lynn Clark, University of Colorado
Scott Webber, University of Colorado
Christof Demont-Heinrich, University of Colorado

   *Buying In And Left Behind: Computers And Success Among Disadvantaged Families*
Session 2 - 10:00 - 11:15 a.m.

Toronto I

(421) Knowledge Management and Information Theory
Lance Hayden, University of Texas
   High Risk Information (Hri): A Proposed Theoretical Framework
Robert Logan, University of Toronto
   The Internet Is The Medium And Collaboration Is The Message
Karen Lunsford, University of Illinois, Urbana-Champaign
   Electronic, Scientific Publication And Collective Memory Practices

Toronto II

(422) Vanguard Subjects: Networked Elites and Information Machines in a Wired and Wireless World
Nathan Epley, University of North Carolina
   Citizen Cynic: The Politics Of It Professionals
Ken Hillis, University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill
   Web-Based Graphical Chat Environments And The Novel’s “Middle Voice.”
Jonathan Lillie, University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill
   Constructing The Mobile Citizen Of The Information Society: A Cultural Analysis Of Commercial "3g" Narratives
Bob Rehak, Indiana University-Bloomington
   When Great Games Go Bad: Grand Theft Auto 3 And The Interface Of The Everyday

Lismer

(423) The Interaction of Media Forms
Kakuko Miyata, Meiji Gakuin University
Jeffrey Boase, University of Toronto
Barry Wellman, University of Toronto
Ken’ichi Ikeda, The University of Tokyo
   The Users, Uses And Social Networks Of Mobile Phones And Pcs In Japan
Ken'ichi Ikeda, University of Tokyo
Tetsuro Kobayashi, Meiji Gakuin University
Kakuko Miyata, Meiji Gakuin University

*The Social Implications Of Internet Use In Japan: A Comparison Of PC And Mobile Phone Users*

Mattia Miani, University of Bologna

*Laws Of The Media: The Driving Force Of Hybridization*

Annakarin Nyberg, University of Umeå
Rikard Harr, University of Umeå

*Exploring Everyday Strategies For IT-Use*

Macdonald *(424) Trust and Internet Mediation*

Darin Barney, University of Ottawa

*The Vanishing Table, Or, Community In A World That Is No World*

Mads Bedker, IT-University
Martin Sønderlev Christensen, IT-University

*Trust In The Networked Society*

Erika Pearson, Curtin University

*Trust: Is Social Capital A Requirement For Democratic Activity Online?*

Sherida Ryan, OISE/University of Toronto

*Don’t Trust Anyone Outside Your Pack: Initial Trust Formation In An Online Social Activist Network*

Harris *(425) e-Democracy: localism*

Andrée Fortin, Universite Laval
Duncan Sanderson, Universite Laval

*The Internet And Local Politics And Government: Critique Of A Utopic Discourse With Empirical Observations From Quebec*

Jakob Jensen, University of Aarhus

*Minnesota E-Democracy – Online Participation And Political Effects*

Yong-Chan Kim, Annenberg School of Communication

*Internet Connectedness And Civic Engagement In A Urban Community: From A Communication Infrastructure Perspective*
Tom Thomson

(427) Education and the Internet: self and nation, hope and reality

Nadia Kutscher, University of Bielefeld
Hans-Uwe Otto, University of Bielefeld

The Internet As Social Space For Self-Regulated Appropriation Of Education

Boris Nagornyi, Eastern-Ukrainian National University
Inna Romanovska, University of Toronto

Perspectives of tecnology-based education in the Ukraine

Doreen Starke-Meyerring, University of Minnesota

New Sputnik—Same Shock? The Internet And The Politics Of Local And Global Competition
Scott Webber, University of Colorado, Boulder

Minimal Use, Maximum Hope: The Current Uses Of Computers And The Internet In Elementary Schools

Session 3 - 11:30 a.m. - 1:00 p.m.

Toronto I Brunch and Closing Roundtable
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